Mitch Haupers recently celebrated the
completion of his 29th year as Professor at
Berklee College of Music in Boston, MA. His
distinguished teaching career at Berklee
(with specialties in ear training, harmony and
improvisation) was first recognized in 1995,
during the 50th anniversary of the college,
when he was chosen as recipient of the Dean
of Faculty Award for “the most valuable contribution to the improvement of teaching,”
citing his tireless dedication to his students,
including his influential work with learning
disabled students, his unique and effective
teaching concepts, as well as his seminal
work as the creator/producer of the World
Rhythm Lecture Series and creator/chair
of the Committee for Music Perception and
Cognition Studies at Berklee. He has recently
been honored with the newly created 2015
Distinguished Faculty Award for excellence in
teaching to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the annual seminar, Berklee Teachers
on Teaching.
Congratulations on your recording project Invisible Cities, it’s a masterpiece in
so many ways. Please tell me a bit about
your compositional style and approach to
this collection of music.

Thank you for the kind words, Bill, I’m happy you like the recording. I’m too close to the
music to say much more than to ask people to
listen. However, I will add that this recording
was part of a long process and much waiting,
in that I spent so many years supporting other people’s music careers and projects, while
putting my own on the back burner. So, I was
chomping at the bit to present something
original. It was Russell Ferrante and Jimmy
Haslip, co-founders of the storied band Yellowjackets, who really encouraged me and
gently pushed me to compose this music.

Some years ago, Russ gave me his original
copy of Anne Lamott’s “Bird By Bird” to motivate me to write on a daily basis. It worked
and I’ve become a big fan of her writing, too.

I find both the act of composing, as well as
trying to set aside time, a bit challenging at
this point in my life. But I haven’t given up on
the idea just yet. It’s a lot easier if you have a
band and the opportunity to record on a regular basis to help light the fire. My situation is
somewhat unique because almost everything
I work on or do, in general, is first informed
by my desire to show my students something
about the process and to help get them headed in the right direction to realize their own
music and career path. So this project was
about altering those priorities and putting
my music first. Nevertheless, there were still
many things to share about the process in the
classroom.

Also in the case of this recording, the inspiration I received from reading Italo Calvino’s
book, “Invisible Cities,” proved immeasurable
in helping to shape this project. I utilized his
thematic division of eleven concepts loosely (we recorded eleven tracks), but more
importantly attempted to present both jazz
and chamber music in a way that hopefully
wasn’t too disruptive in transition. It was my
hope to allude to Calvino’s “fifty-five different
cities” (eleven groups of five), in that it is accepted that the storyteller in the book (Marco
Polo) is actually discussing different facets of
just one city, Venice. In this case, this project
is about my original music, even through the
genre shifts. Other musicians and composers
have remarked that there are consistencies in
my harmonic vocabulary that make the music sound like the same voice, regardless of
instrumentation. In other words, whether it
is original jazz or chamber music, it is merely
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my writing in different contexts. I take it as a
great compliment, but I’ll leave that to listeners to explore and to draw their own conclusions.

and projects. The core LA musicians are all
heroes of mine and they were quite generous
and trusting. So, I feel very blessed with the
results. I must add that they really went easy
on me.

The musicians who played on Invisible Cities are all world-class. Tell me about the We recorded the first session during a few
players and about the recording process. days in June 2012 at Big City Recording in
LA, with Paul Tavenner at the helm. Paul
Man, you’re not exaggerating! My friend and owns the studio and is an amazing engineer.
amazing bassist, Jimmy Haslip, produced He knows how to run a session and everyone
this recording and brought together all the remains relaxed and cool. Rich was there for
LA players. Jim has a very keen sense of who the first morning overseeing a few things, but
would best translate one’s music. Turns out Paul did the yeoman’s work. We did all the
we were both on the same page, as the mu- mixing and mastering with Rich. I was able to
sicians he chose were the very ones I would convince my friend and great guitarist, Mike
have asked to be involved.
Miller, to play a solo on his Brasilian nylon
string guitar for the title track. Mike is just
The truth is, that I was listening to one re- so compositional in the way he approaches
cording when I was looking for inspiration for soloing. He perfectly set up the heartfelt and
my own writing and searching for a particu- warm bass clarinet solo from Bob Mintzer,
lar sound. It was Alan Pasqua’s “My New Old who is one of my favorite musicians…period.
Friend” piano trio recording from 2006 with
Peter Erskine and Darek “Oles” Oleszkiewicz. After planning and launching a successful
They captured beautiful performances and Kickstarter crowd funding project (we raised
the music was brilliantly recorded, mixed almost $28K in 25 days, which is a story in itand mastered by the great engineer, Rich self), we were able to plan and execute the reBreen. I never said a word about this to Jim, cording of parts 1-3 of “The Four Minor Love
so when he suggested the same personnel Songs Suite” in Boston. We did two sessions
and engineer, I knew the fates had conspired. in October 2012, one with my friend and inI couldn’t be more pleased with their perfor- credible harpist, Isabelle Olivier and the last
mances.
with full chamber orchestra; both were done
at the legendary Fraser Performance Hall at
I still feel very honored that all the musicians WGBH. I left the recruiting of players up to
involved on this recording took the time to two colleagues and friends, Barbara LaFitte
support my music, its one of the great satis- and Eugene Friesen, both world-class and
factions for me to come out of this project. At very accomplished musicians. They did a rethe time though, I admit that I had a nagging markable job of gathering incredible players,
suspicion that I would fail completely as a who together created a live recording for me.
player because I was so out of practice, hav- At the center of this recording was the collabing spent the good portion of two decades oration with another colleague and friend,
immersed in the classroom and, as I men- Ayn Inserto, who is an excellent arranger
tioned, supporting other musicians’ careers with quite the pedigree. She is normally in
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front of her own big band, but she took the less, it is an interesting piece for guitar, in my
risk of helping me to realize the chamber mu- view, because there are some places where
the voicing choice is limited (readers will
sic, as well.
note the intentional lack of fingerings). Also,
Immediately following the ‘GBH sessions, we I don’t use tab and, even if I did, would never
organized the final session in LA, which was in this case, because I think that might ruin
the only real track that was not laid down live the fingerboard exploration aspect for read(speaking for the pros, that is). Beacon Street ers who want to give it a try.
was a complex piece that almost did not get
realized, so we had to layer the track or we There’s more than one way to get through it
would’ve spent a full day just getting a good successfully, but I believe the path I took is
take. Because of my choice to write awkward the easiest on the hands. I will say that there
rhythm displacement in mixed meters, we is one voicing in particular on the opening
had to record the horn parts in sections at a rising line that absolutely requires an open
time. Still, everyone essentially played their string combination with a higher fret grip. Its
parts live to Peter Erskine’s interpretation doable, but tricky if you’re trying to give the
on the initial drum track, so the feel is there, voices in the chords even weight. Another exincluding the solos by Peter and Russ, which ample, you cannot truly give the Ab(add 9)
were also straight takes.
full duration as a dotted quarter note in measure 4, so you adjust.
All in all, we accomplished our goal on “Invisible Cities” of creating a live performance “The Farmer and the Monarch” was intended
feeling with a particular color throughout, to be one piece of a four part solo guitar suite
one with all acoustic instruments, save for that I never finished. Instead, it was orchesmy electric guitar. I really wanted Jim to play trated here with my arranger in an attempt to
on the “little, big band” chart, so he also add- make the transition from improvised music
ed his electric bass. He, too, gets a very warm to chamber music and back again. It is kind of
and acoustic sound on his electric, so we ac- the whole point in this recording. Well, that
complished what we set out to do together.
and trying to achieve an acoustic presence
with an electric guitar.
You describe your composition “The
Farmer and the Monarch” as an unusual In any case, can you imagine playing this
piece that you specifically wrote for fin- suite in its entirety as a solo, with all the regerstyle. I am very interested in the inspi- peats? It’s a lot to get through. So, an idea I
ration for the title and what you consider was given by guitarist Mike Miller after the
unusual about the piece.
recording, was to arrange the whole suite for
duo guitar, so we could play it together live. A
Actually, it was adapted for fingerstyle, as I work in progress—stay tuned!
sketched it on piano first. But yes, I guess I
would call it unusual because it is not written Now, about the title…the liner notes tell the
in a typically guitar friendly key. Also, it was more complete story of the compositions on
the first piece I ever wrote, thus the voice my recording, so I will have to paraphrase
leading leaves much to be desired. Neverthe- here. “The Farmer and The Monarch” refers
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to one person, King George III, who is known
for losing the colonies during the American
Revolutionary War. But from what I had
come to understand, and in spite of his bouts
with mental illness, the good King George
was also responsible for inspiring and promoting gardening in the English home, not to
mention amassing the great royal library.

score that inner conflict.

You’re a guitarist and a pianist. Do you
consider the guitar to be your main instrument and does the piano play a larger
role in your composing?
That’s a tricky question for me because I’ve
been sitting behind those two instruments
for a very long time. I’ve never counted the
years on each and compared, but piano definitely came first in the form of piano lessons
as a kid. I didn’t pick up a guitar until I was
16…life changing moment for me, too. I was
so curious about this instrument, plus the
fingerboard layout was so complex and intriguing. I took to it faster than to the piano.
It felt more natural to me.

So I think he was somewhat slighted in the
history books. Perhaps losing the war and
losing his mind both made him an easy target, even though his sixty year reign had
more noteworthy achievements than are
typically credited. Given his roots as a farmer, one would think he often missed the pastoral life, given the constant pressures faced
during such a long reign. When I was reading
his history, along with all the English monarchs, I felt a connection to his dichotomy, in I wrote most of the music on piano, although
particular, so this piece was my attempt to I initially conceived the suite for guitar solo.
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to proceed. Around that time, I was also offered a job at Lyon-Healy to study harp building, but I had become so interested in improving my playing that I decided to concentrate
on growing as a musician. I was able to see
the business end of guitar construction by
working for the fledgling company founded
by the innovative designer and builder, Dean
Zelinsky. I even helped him move his factory
from Evanston into Chicago during his first
year of operation. Eventually though, the desire to play and learn more about music took
hold, so I was off to DePaul University to take
things more seriously. End of luthier aspiraI read that you’re also a luthier. Tell me tions, but I am so happy I studied the craft.
It definitely gave me a unique perspective on
about this side of your many talents.
sound production and tone.
Was a luthier, in another lifetime; but yes,
that was true. And it illustrates how back- You recently celebrated your 29th year
wards I tend to do things. I learned to build of teaching at Berklee College of Music.
instruments before really getting interested Please tell me about the Berklee scene
in composing and playing. I got into build- when you first arrived.
ing mainly because I was so attracted to the
gorgeous guitars I saw both Leo Kottke and Yeah, how about that? What an interesting
Peter Lang performing with back in the 70s. place. I remember the overwhelming feeling
After a concert, Peter told me that I could of seeing all these guitar players with instruprobably find the maker, Božo Podunavac, ments strapped to their backs. It felt like the
right there in Chicago where I grew up. After Wild West…but instead of six-guns, it was sixa bit of research, I found that he had recent- strings. But seriously, I joined during such a
ly moved away and started his own luthiery dynamic time. The college was going through
school in San Diego, CA. It wasn’t long after pretty serious transformations.
that I moved to San Diego and attended his
school. While there, I built two instruments We were in the infancy of our faculty union,
so I entered into a particularly incendiary,
by hand, a six- and twelve-string.
post-strike environment. Also, the founder,
After a couple of years working with him on Larry Berk and his wife Alma still had a presthese initial building projects, I returned to ence there, but had relinquished running of
the Chicago-area wondering what I could do the college over to their son, Lee (who is also
with this skill. There weren’t many builders the namesake of the college).
back then. I visited with a well-known luthier in Evanston, R. E. Bruné, who was already Most memorable to me, there was mutual rea master builder. He was very generous with spect between the president, our senior vice
his time and gave me great advice about how president, Gary Burton, and myself. They
Lately, however, I’ve been writing away from
instruments, as best as I can. I find that my
limitations as a player on both instruments,
the piano being more linear and the guitar
decidedly non-linear, end up defining the direction of my writing and I’m trying to get
past that now. Since I still spend most of my
days teaching harmony, I also tend to hear
and write the harmonic progressions first,
which I find kind of strange and backwards,
but I’ve come to accept that as the way I do
things anyway, so it all makes sense for me
at least.
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were both genuinely curious about learning and thus supported my efforts in understanding different learning styles and ways
to support our students, especially those
who had been diagnosed with “learning disabilities,” a term I discovered may have had
more to do with institutional limitations than
anything about the students themselves. So,
I was often invited to participate on committees, where faculty members had little or
no presence historically—this was a unique
time during the growth of the college.

Many of the faculty members when I arrived
in the late 1980s, had been integral in the
original development of the Berklee curriculum, such as Herb Pomeroy, Ted Pease, Paul
Schmeling, Alex Ulanowsky, among others. So
my generation of teachers was the first cloning, having learned directly from them. Those
Berklee progenitors and architects were also
generous in sharing knowledge and connecting us to the history of the place. Back then,
of course, Berklee was more of a family-run
business, having now been replaced by a superimposed corporate structure, which is
probably seen as a necessary development
for the long-term survival of the college.

The overly cautious side of me is always hoping we don’t lose touch with the roots of our
Berklee culture, as we grow and adapt to a
radically altered music business landscape.
But I’m pretty confident we have done and
are doing what’s necessary to document our
history through recorded interviews and archival work in the library. Through our excellent library services and support area, I
have learned a bit about archiving and have
embarked upon doing that work out in the
world. Would love to discuss that at some
time with you, too. Interesting work and absolutely necessary.
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Sure, would love to hear about that work.
Can you tell me more about your role at
the school?
During my first couple of years at Berklee, I
was also teaching at New England Conservatory, which gave me some perspective. Since
then, my role at Berklee has gone from simple to complex and back again. In my early
career, along with a few other colleagues, I
was instrumental in getting the conversation
steered toward learning—learning styles,
music cognition and perception, and classroom dynamics. Together, we created teacher orientation and mentoring programs,
student success seminars, and the like, all
helping to bolster what has now become the
annual conversation and gathering known as
Berklee Teachers On Teaching.

If I get too far into this subject, we will have
difficulty finding our way back into guitar
and fingerstyle approach. I honestly have
spent a career trying to improve the classroom environment and the way institutions
deal with the impact it has on learning, especially in terms of nurturing creativity. Delving
into this area, one might begin to understand
how performing and composing could end
up on the back burner. I guess I could say that
another way to view my career is, I’ve been
entrenched in academic institutions for over
50 years and I have done all I can to avoid
institutionalization, both personally and in
my approach to teaching. I’m in the process
of writing a book on the subject.
Berklee is an amazing place and I have been
happy to develop a teaching career and learn
so much about music from within its hallowed halls. I applied to Berklee under the
advisement of Gunther Schuller, who viewed
their unique core curriculum as the “jewel in

the tiara.” He suggested I would benefit from
learning the Berklee approach from the inside. All these years later, I have the distinct
privilege of having split my teaching career
almost equally now, between the main core
areas, ear training and harmony—the very
curriculum Gunther suggested I get to know.
It’s been quite an interesting and decidedly
American view, one distinctive in music education.
How did you come to know Gunther
Schuller?

Gunther had been the president at my school,
New England Conservatory of Music in Boston for a number of years. During that time
he established the Third Stream Department,
as he also coined the term “third stream,”
which basically refers to the collaboration
between jazz and classical musicians. I com-

pleted a Masters in Music at NEC and eventually supported my chair in various roles.
This brought me in contact with Gunther on
a somewhat regular basis. He was working
hard on his insightful book “The Swing Era”
at the time.

The conversation I alluded to earlier, occurred when I was interviewing him for concert notes. I think I still have that recording
somewhere. I also recall a great point he
made about expanded composition for jazz,
as a necessity to further the art form. This interview had a great impact both on my teaching career and on the direction of my writing
style. I could say that my compositions on
this recording are a result, albeit indirectly
and a long time coming, of Gunther’s gently
pushing me to explore extended forms and
cross fertilization of genres.
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How has the school evolved in the last 29 Next year, our incoming students, with the exyears?
ception of transfers, will essentially all have
been born since the year 2000. All things
On the surface, Berklee has drastically considered, the big changes come from the
changed over the past decade, especially music this millennial generation is listening
through its most recent merger with Bos- to prior to arriving. And in my experience,
ton Conservatory…some things for the bet- they are generally pretty sophisticated lister, others perhaps not, depending on whom teners. I could gripe about them not knowing
you ask. It really is a matter of perspec- music from my era, but I am equally clueless
tive. The good side is that our community about their music—so this is how we meet,
is much more diverse and inclusive. While curious about music we do not know and my
the non-music concentrates have expand- job is to connect the dots for them while stayed greatly, especially liberal arts and other ing interested as a student myself.
art forms through the merger such as dance
and theater, Berklee is finding new ways to The truly attractive thing about Berklee is
adapt to a student population often with less that we do not teach theory without practice,
experience as performers and composers. as a general tenet. And believe me, for the
I still believe that our college remains the students who do not already know the shed,
vanguard in American music education, re- this is a rude awakening. But if you’re willgardless of being known as having its origins ing to work very hard and are genuinely curias something of a trade school. As I’m sure ous about expanding your musical horizons,
you’ve heard, we were often referred to as Berklee is a great place to be, just exceedingThe Chord Factory.
ly intense. In that way, nothing is really new
here. It was founded as a place where those
To clarify, it isn’t as if we have suddenly start- who already play, come to learn about writed admitting students without academic or ing and arranging. We’ve added a number of
musical experience. We have always accept- demanding disciplines to that core mission,
ed somewhere up in the 15th- 20th percentile including music therapy, music business, muof applicants. A percentage of those new stu- sic production and engineering. The other
dents have always been struggling to negoti- unique thing about Berklee is that everyone,
ate their first year here. Though, in my view, regardless of one’s eventual declared major,
that’s always been one of the great things is required to experience and pass through
about our college; if you can pass the audi- our core curriculum. I’m hopeful that will
tion, Berklee will give you a chance to give continue, as it is at the core of the founding
our rigorous entry-level core curriculum a beliefs and philosophies of the college.
shot. It isn’t easy, by any stretch of the imagination. We have a demanding first year pro- It goes without saying that answering a
gram for those new to theory and practice. theory question correctly and actually apWhat’s new is the numbers have increased plying it to your instrument is different.
exponentially, meaning the entire student Do the students have to show command of
population, so those in need of extra help are concepts on their instruments?
simply a much larger group of young musicians.
As any practitioner knows, the two are insep41

arable, but often those skills develop at a different pace for young musicians. The key is
allowing them to grow, while nurturing these
skills with the full knowledge that some abilities will have to catch up to others over time.
I teach from hearing the music first, which
for many is their weakest ability—not listening, but actually comprehending through
the ear. So, it is slow going from ear to instrument and back to concept again. It makes me
very empathetic toward vocalists and drummers—they have such a unique approach to
making music compared to those of use who
play harmonic instruments and have that information literally available at our fingertips.
To your question, there is a series of performance proficiencies, with ever-increasing
level of difficulty, that every student must
pass in order to continue on toward completion of his or her degree. Realistically, there
is no expectation of mastery or at least that
would be an unreasonable expectation at
the undergraduate level. This translates that
part of our job as professors is to make certain that students are prepared for the real
work after school is over, when no one is
there to motivate them to continue. We’re essentially providing them with the necessary
tools to work, if they choose. It’s like the old
Mission Impossible TV show slogan from our
era: “Your mission, should you choose to accept…”

into the 21st century. I teach Advanced Harmonic Concepts, along with another harmony
elective, Music of the Yellowjackets, both typically with students who are already active
writers and need no motivation to develop
their skills, as they are typically in their final
semesters.
We cover a number of topics that broaden
their perspective, including looking at expanded forms, starting with Ellington. What
creates the need for writing beyond typical
AABA song form? We study music from the
mid-20th century, specifically pre- and postbop era, especially those compositions that
modulate beyond the typical dominant and
subdominant relationships. Students are often amazed at how long this has been going
on—Haydn was pretty hip, when you break it
down. So it follows, Gershwin played Haydn’s
piano sonatas, Coltrane played Gershwin’s
music, and the rest, as they say, is music history.

At this stage, we’re also just beginning to discuss how things began to break down in the
all-important music of the twentieth century,
as a way to provide historical and social context for the emergence of improvised music
as an elevated art form. For example, we look
at the pre-compositional syntactical systems created by Schoenberg and Messiaen,
but also at how innovators, such as Stravinsky, and even Bill Evans, came to internalize
You teach a class titled Advanced Harmon- and personalize their own approach to serial
ic Concepts. What topics are covered?
composition, often “breaking the rules” set
out by those who created the systems.
This course harkens back to the original Berklee blueprint curriculum in many I have the added bonus in my YJs course of
ways—symmetrical relationships, non-sym- having a direct connection to the founders, as
metrical forms and non-functional harmonic well as current band members. So, being able
techniques. One of my tasks there has been to Skype with Russ Ferrante, Jimmy Haslip,
to update the course materials and bring it Will Kennedy and Bob Mintzer, is such a use-
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ful connection for the students. Fortunately,
the guys are willing and are so good with the
students. They all are seasoned teachers, as
well as being world-class performers and
writers. This past fall semester, Jim phoned
in for an hour, then the following week, Bob
Skyped in, too. Just when the students were
on cloud nine, Russ made an in-person appearance while they were presenting their final writing projects. Can you imagine having
the co-founder of the YJs sitting at the piano
playing your piece and discussing possibilities and critiquing your work? We are indeed
very blessed!

courses have been selected for inclusion in
Kenny Werner’s Effortless Mastery Institute
here at Berklee.

It’s an interesting and well-timed question
because I have recently been retained as
Senior Editorial and Musical Consultant for
the New York-based company, 1630 Music
Publishing, who has their sights on the organization and distribution of a very large catalogue of writings, music and lessons from
some truly great jazz masters. The folks running it have the right focus, the purest intentions and a very realistic outlook. In my new
role, I have been helping them with editing
where needed, as well as general advice on
entering the marketplace as an independent.
That role will most likely expand to include
recruiting authors. They have also expressed
interest in developing projects from my own
experiences.

My son once asked me, “How can you teach
someone to improvise?” I now turn this
question over to you.

Kenny has been instrumental in motivating me to write about the approach. We discussed its importance toward future teacher
training, as well. And because I’ve coincidentally also been doing a bit of archiving, (to
preserve the works, recordings, letters and
personal effects for a few jazz musicians), I
have recently been handed a number of writing project possibilities. It truly is just a matter of finding the available time. But, I promise I have something to say about teaching,
Are any of the materials you use in the composition and improvisation, among othclassroom available outside of the school? er subjects.

Currently, I am awaiting news on a sabbatical
request that would allow the time to write a
new book about my improvisation courses.
I’ve been teaching a particular approach to
improvisation that has proven successful and
has also attracted the attention of a number
of established players. Enough so, that the
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It’s a great question! In short, my answer
is improvisation cannot be taught, it has to
be experienced and fostered. And with our
shortage of school music programs and diminishing playing venues for musicians, the
bandstand and cutting session approach is
becoming less available as a proving ground.
Also, I believe that pressure is only one mitigating factor in a player’s development. I like
to think of my approach as a supplement to
the rest of the more established methods, not
a replacement or alternative.

Creating the appropriate environment is the
key to my approach. In my courses, students
are confronted with problem-solving techniques, as well as encouragement to become
more divergent in their thinking about their
own improvising. I gently impose restrictions
designed to promote self-confidence, deeper
listening and an expanded awareness level of

preting a young guitarist as “under prepared”
are simple. First, many guitarists begin playing through imitation and so are essentially
self-taught. The small handful who get their
start in music programs in public schools,
rarely have specific programs for guitarists
that encourage or demand much sight-reading. The literature is just not available.

one’s environment.

In the past few years, I have been working
on the creation of clinic length presentations and workshops, because the improvisation course I teach is a full year in length.
I’m continuously improving and refining this
more abbreviated approach. To date, I’ve given successful workshops in Portugal, France,
Spain and Brazil, at numerous venues and
campuses. This next period for me, which includes the book writing, should prove very
challenging, but I look forward to it as a necessary phase.

Second, the grid of the fingerboard, as I mentioned earlier and as you know full well, is
non-linear and quite complex, even though
the range is more limited than on an acoustic piano. We have more choices about which
“middle C” to use in a voicing. So, a guitarist’s brain is wired very differently. Come to
think of it, this may account for the affinity
I felt toward guitar when I first picked one
up as a teenager. I could play it reasonably
well right away. But, Hanon and Czerny piano
studies…really? My left hand was completely uncooperative at an early age on the piano, which was frustrating in a very impactful way. Namely, I quit. The guitar could also
become frustrating, once one realizes there’s
more to learn than a lifetime may allow. My
first question for my private guitar students
is usually, “Do you believe in reincarnation?”

Tell me about your own music education
I have heard from friends who teach clas- and influences.
sical guitar at other schools that guitarists
are not as prepared when entering college Well, as I’ve said, I sort of stumbled backas musicians who play other instruments. wards into this whole world, yet I come by
I have no idea how prepared guitarists are both music and teaching very honestly. I used
when they enter Berklee College of Music to get in trouble, as early as first grade, for
not doing my own homework because I was
but what has been your experience?
too busy helping my classmates with theirs.
I do not teach in Berklee’s guitar department, I thought it was the thing to do, imitating my
but I do teach guitarists in the classroom, as teacher.
well as in my Improvisation Concepts Workshop. In my experience, as both a teacher and From a very early age, I was surrounded
a guitarist, the reasons for someone inter- completely by music growing up. My fa44

ther played piano and studied advanced
jazz harmony through a local teaching guru,
Alan Swain, who had developed a thorough
method for reharmonization. Interestingly
enough, he also ended up being my teacher
for jazz harmony at DePaul University, many
years later. Besides typical kid stuff, my earliest musical memories were of listening to my
father’s recordings of every jazz piano master known to have graced the planet—Teddy
Wilson, Errol Garner, Art Tatum, Oscar Peterson, and Bill Evans, were all among those in
heavy rotation.

tion collaborative learning environments.
My brother Jon, who is an active drummer in
LA, was often exploring different music than I
would normally have been attracted to, so he
was responsible in bringing me to big band
music from a fresher perspective, including
early rock groups with horns such as Chicago, Blood, Sweat & Tears, and even one of his
earliest heroes, Buddy Rich. He also hipped
me to some of my all-time favorite recordings—the Peter Erskine Trio on ECM. Those
four records changed my life. That’s the other thing: our mutual friends growing up were
very much into music, too. Our close friends
Dad was stricter about learning than Mom, turned us on to so many new artists during
who was more into letting us explore things our adolescent years. It was truly a fertile peon our own. It served as a nice balance, es- riod for listening to live and recorded music.
pecially because we were allowed to play
and create our own games outdoors at a very I would be completely remiss if I did not menyoung age. I firmly believe this was at the root tion this one venue in Evanston called Amazof my interest in improvisation, not to men- ingrace (spelling intended). I practically
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moved in to the place. It was there we saw so
many great and intimate concerts with such
a wide variety of artists and genres. Among
the guitarists that I recall were Larry Coryell,
John Renbourn, John Fahey, Leo Kottke, Peter Lang, Norman Blake, Doc Watson, Daryl
Stuermer, Pat Metheny, Luther Allison, John
McLaughlin, John Abercrombie, Ralph Towner, and so many more. This was such a fertile
environment for live music and the timing
was perfect for me as a young person. I was
completely wrapped in anything and everything musical. In retrospect, it is no surprise
that Pat Metheny saw the potential in Benj
Kanters and the others running the venue, a
number of whom he took on the road as his
touring sound crew.

composition, and the curriculum was classical-oriented for guitar—no way around it.
Footstools and technique were the order of
the day. So, I was in conflict as a player—torn
between two cultures.

In any case, DePaul had so many impressive
student guitarists in attendance during those
years; I just wanted to quit studying classical, because it was the antithesis of my selftaught approach. In spite of my misgivings,
one great result of being one of a thirty-member guitar ensemble performing Mozart’s
“Eine Kleine Nachtmusik” was that I became
friends with Muriel Anderson, protégé of
both Christopher Parkening and Chet Atkins,
who remains a good friend today. Muriel is,
in my opinion, one of the most unique and
impressive fingerstyle players on the planet,
who continues to tour and record as a soloist.
She’s also an accomplished composer and arranger for guitar, as well.

I believe that many of the Amazingrace concerts are now available for streaming at concertvault.com. The well-known writer Bill
Milkowski, who also provided the liner notes
for Invisible Cities, has been creating synopses and reviews for this huge collection. It’s a I think it is important to understand the provast project and well worth checking out.
found effect hearing live music had on me
during that early period. By the time I was
It was that same period, the mid-1970s, 17, I had become the youngest PR represenwhen I had my first few real guitar lessons tative in the history of this very large record
with mandolin great, Jethro Burns, who was distributor. This meant I was beholden to atan excellent guitarist. Jumping ahead a cou- tend concerts regularly, so, besides the “art
ple years after the foray into luthiery, I went music” scene at Amazingrace, I was regularly
back to school at DePaul in Chicago. I had al- attending arena concerts witnessing all the
ready started playing fingerstyle, although I major groups of the era. If I listed the bands
was using a pick on and off, and at that time, I heard live, you probably wouldn’t believe
even using finger picks, while playing shows the variety and numbers…it was a somewhat
at the Apollo Theater.
short-lived period of time, but very intense,
nonetheless.
During the first year of DePaul’s jazz program, I was coerced by the director to, not It was during this same period when I began
only recruit my own guitar teacher, but also playing in NAMM shows for Božo, where I
to play in the touring big band, yet I felt I was exposed to that cacophonous scene, but
had more reasons to say no than yes. I was also made some serious music biz conneca terrible sight-reader, I was there to study tions. All my guitar heroes were there and
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I managed to meet them all—George Van
Eps, Herb Ellis, Chet Atkins, Jeff “Skunk” Baxter, Jim Chapman. I even hung with Jimmy
D’Aquisto a lot, whose booth was across from
ours. But most importantly for me, it was that
same period of time, just before deciding to
go to DePaul, when I became immersed in the
ECM world, through the recordings of John
Abercrombie’s Quartet with Richie Beirach,
George Mraz and Peter Donald. Game changer for me…

I think it is very true, as well, that about the
time I first picked up the guitar I heard Steely
Dan for the first time through my oldest
brother during his visits home from college.
This music blew me away—there was harmonic sophistication, complex forms, their
wry and sardonic lyrics about everything in
the shadows and fringes of society—I was
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hooked on the variety of guitar sounds and
players, too. The guitar parts sounded written and orchestrated in a way I’d never before encountered. I was convinced I’d end up
living in a recording studio for the rest of my
life. It didn’t work out that way, but truly feel
I am most happy in that environment.
To end this walk down memory lane, let
me just add that the I benefited most from
a wide open interest in all music and an ever-expanding palette of musical tastes, as a
result of so much variety available. I have
been truly blessed to live during a time when
music was an integral part of our social development culturally in America, as there can
be no separation between the tumultuous
events of the 1950s-70s and the music that
evolved through its social commentary.

Music meant something back then because
access to it was not solely determined or
based on sales. We had a choice to listen to
anything without corporate entities deciding
what would be available to audiences. People
were taking more risks, musically and commercially. I’m not saying it was better, just
that it was more open. Perhaps the best thing
was that I discovered guitar during its evolutionary peak—it had just become accepted in
the mainstream, everyone was playing.
http://www.mitchhaupers.com/
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